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About This Game

Urban myths about Abduction Bit:
Abduction Bit was originally released in 1982 but considerated too realistic (or inconvenient) for publishing it like an arcade

game and so to bring it to the masses, this game reveals the truth about alien abduction.
Fortunately the SEEP team have found a prototype suite of arcade versions and are working on it.

Story:
Two aliens must catch many humans for some experiments in four stages: construction, hotel, military base and laboratory.
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To catch the humans the aliens use a sci-fi gun that paralyses the target for a number of seconds, during which time they destroy
their memory so they cannot remember the incident. Once the humans are caught they are shaved and stripped of their clothes

to be teleported to the UFO.

Gameplay:
Abduction Bit is a retro style game inspired by 80s arcade games like Bubble Bobble and Mario Bros, where players take control

of an alien that must abduct the humans.
To complete a stage the players must capture all the humans without touching them and must avoid dangerous traps.

The player can jump on the platform and shoot - easy gameplay with high-level difficulty.

Level Packs system:
In Abduction Bit the player can select various level packs through the main menu. We'll release more packs in the future like

FREE DLC.

Features:

100% Retro look and retro sound

Local CO-OP (2 players)

Level packs with different play (and Free DLC).

Customize the palette of your alien

Save state

Achievements

Cheap price

Steam trading cards
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I really like this new rake game so far i have done almost everything. If the dev updates the game i think it can become a really
scary/fun game so far 7/10. Casual game that's decent fun and has pick-up-and-play appeal.. It may be early access but this
game is pretty awesome. The graphics are beautiful. This is not a roll the dice and go game, it involves strategy, but even that is
fun given all the puns and references to things past in the game.

It does have some stuttering and fatal error issues even on the PC. Playing through the board, at round 11 it froze (25 secs), and
while it did not stay frozen it never got back to where it had been in speed and response. Then it simply quit with a fatal error..
An excellent tactical game. Takes time to master but well worth investing time in if you like historical realism.

For those who want to change the keymapping:
"In the My Documents/SOWWL folder on your computer is a file 'keyboard.csv'. This file defines the current keyboard
assignments and can be edited to change the assignments as you desire.". Simple and fun
Didn't play much, but incredibly entertaining

Brilliant idea to create rock/paper/scissors game with lots of contents
Will continue the play the game again!
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It is a Game which you can play sometimes, but not always. At least it's a very funny Game. "Think to Die" <--- and it's not that
easy to die so quickly. XD I really like that game.. Pro:
+ pretty graphics,
+ nice music,
+ easy puzzles (but not too easy),
+ normal playtime for HOG (3.2 hours with bonus chapter on expert difficulty)

Con:
- bit boring story

It's a really decent HOG, would recommend it.. Did not enjoy this game at all.
interface was clunky, and the tutorial not in depth eough.. The fact that this game has Positive reviews baffles me. This game
has no sound or music. It controls terribly and changes it's aspect ratio when switching from the menu to the game. The controls
are all done with the arrow keys and the jumping feels off. Santa is floaty and the hit boxes on the hazards are awful. DO NOT
buy this game for you or your friends. It is not even funny as a joke. You'd be better off buying them a candy bar.. Abandoned
nearly 2 years. Not even close to being finished. Minimal gameplay. Avoid at all costs.

FREE DLC 16 Bit Hard Pack OUT NOW!:
Hi guys! 

First: very, very thanks for your feedbacks, reviews, screenshots and videos; we are very happy see many people have enjoyed
playing with Abduction Bit!

We have released our second FREE DLC: 16 Bit Hard Pack.
Features:
- 20 new levels!
- A new achievement!
- Fix some glitches.

Thank you for the support, for any feedback check the HUB of Abduction Bit here: http://steamcommunity.com/app/550810
We will continue to working on new level packs!

 Have a great week end, aliens!  . Special sale for our first game:
If you like Abduction Bit, please check here:
http://store.steampowered.com/app/383630/

Thank you for your support, aliens! . FREE DLC 16 Bit Easy Pack out now!:
Hi guys! 

Happy Xmas by SEEP team!
Now you can update Abduction Bit with the new FREE DLC!

Features of the "16 Bit Easy Pack":

- Graphics upgrade!
- 20 new levels!
- 4 new themes in cool chiptune style!
- A new achievement!

Thank you for the support, for any feedback check the HUB of Abduction Bit here: http://steamcommunity.com/app/550810 
We will continue to working on new level packs!

 Have a great 2017, aliens! . New update: remap keyboard and joypad input select:
Hi guys!
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First, thank you for your support and your feedback! 

 We have released a new update, here the features: 

- Now you can remap the keyboard keys.
- Now you can select the port/input of your controllers.
- Added new seep logo
- fixed some glitches and bugs.

Thank you to playing Abduction Bit, we want improve our work to make a good experiece for all users! Thanks! . Katana
Soul Out now!:
Hi guys,
Here the a new retro indie game! 

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1028300/Katana_Soul/. Super BOO Quest OUTNOW!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/947450/Super_BOO_Quest/
Thanks guys for your support! 
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